1. Background {#sec1}
=============

Senecavirus A (SVA), commonly known as Seneca Valley virus (SVV), is the only member of the genus Senecavirus within the family Picornaviridae. SVA is a single-stranded, positive-sense, non-enveloped RNA virus with an approximately 7.2 kb genome [@bib1]. This virus was first discovered as a contaminant in 2001 (and named Seneca Valley virus 001 \[SVV-001\]) while cultivating viral vectors in the PER.C6 cell line [@bib2], [@bib3]. While, SVA was isolated in previous cases collected from various pig farms in the USA from 1988 to 2001 [@bib4]. One polyprotein of SVA is post-translationally processed by virus-encoded proteases into 4 structural (VP1-4) and 7 non-structural (2A-2C, 3A-3D) proteins [@bib2], [@bib5], among which VP1 is considered to be the most immunogenic protein in the family Picornaviridae [@bib6], [@bib7].

The main clinical symptoms of animals infected with SVA were vesicles on coronary bands or the snouts, sometimes exhibited acute lameness, anorexia, lethargy, and transient fever. Infected breeding herds had an increase of neonatal morbidity and mortality ranging from 30% to 70%, mainly piglets less than 7-day-old [@bib8], [@bib9]. The clinical symptoms of SVA resembles foot-and-mouth disease, swine vesicular disease, vesicular exanthema of swine, and vesicular stomatitis, which are four vesicular diseases [@bib10]. SVA was also found in lesions in pigs suffering from porcine idiopathic vesicular disease in Canada and USA in 2008 and 2012, respectively [@bib11]. In 2014 and 2015, SVA infection was associated with outbreaks of vesicular disease in sows as well as neonatal pig mortality in Brazil and USA [@bib12]. In China, SVA (SVV CH-01-2015) was also first isolated in a pig farm in 2015 [@bib13].

Except for methionine and tryptophan, other amino acids can be coded by more than one codon due to redundancy in the genetic code, also known as synonymous codon usage. However, the usage of various codons to code amino acids is not random and some are used more often, which is known as codon usage bias [@bib14]. Codon usage bias has been reported for some RNA viruses, but the rate can vary depending on the identity of the virus. For instance, rubella and rotavirus have strong codon usage bias, whereas porcine circovirus type 2 (PCV2) and porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV) have weak codon usage bias [@bib15], [@bib16]. Natural selection, gene length, mutation pressure, abundance of tRNAs and RNA structure all affect codon usage bias. The relation of codon usage among viruses and their hosts is expected to affect viral survival, fitness, evasion from the host immune system and evolution [@bib17].

Considering the recent increase in the worldwide prevalence of SVA and its potential risk for the pig industry, in this study, we first report genome-wide comprehensive analyses of codon usage and various factors that have contributed to the molecular evolution of SVA.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Sequence data {#sec2.1}
------------------

In this study, 23 complete genome and complete coding sequences of SVA isolates were retrieved from the National Center for Biotechnology (NCBI) GenBank database (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov>). To maintain the statistical significance of codon usage bias, artificial sequences were not included. Detailed information of the 23 strains, including the accession number, the location and date of isolation were listed in the supplemental materials ([Table S1](#appsec2){ref-type="sec"}). The data set comprised of 14 complete genome sequences and 9 complete coding sequences.

3. Indices of codon usage and synonymous codon usage bias {#sec3}
=========================================================

3.1. Nucleotide composition analysis {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------

The nucleotide content (A%, U%, G%, C%) of each SVA strain was calculated using BioEdit (version 7.0.9.0) software. Each nucleotide at the third position of the synonymous codons (A3%, U3%, G3%, C3%) was analyzed using Codon W program online (<http://mobyle.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py?#forms::CodonW>). The G + C at the first (GC1s), second (GC2s) and third codon positions (GC3s) of each isolates were calculated using the cusp program online (<http://emboss.toulouse.inra.fr/cgi-bin/emboss/cusp>).

### 3.1.1. Relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU) analysis {#sec3.1.1}

The relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU), proposed in 1986 (Sharp and Li, 1986) is widely used to evaluate the codon usage bias between genes or sets of genes that differ in their size and amino acid composition [@bib15]. The RSCU values are not confounded by amino acid composition, with the values are the ratio of its observed number to its standard number on all codons for a particular amino acid are used randomly [@bib18]. It was calculated using the following equation:$$\text{RSCU} = \frac{g_{ij}}{\sum_{j}^{ni}g_{ij}}ni$$where $g_{ij}$ is the observed number of codons for the amino acid, which has ni kinds of synonymous codons. A higher RSCU value indicates a stronger codon usage bias. It\'s considered that codon is used equally when RSCU value is 1.0; if RSCU is more than 1.0, the codon usage bias is positive; if it is less than 1.0, the codon usage bias is considered to be negative. In addition, codons with RSCU values ≥ 1.6 are over-represented, and codons with RSCU values ≤ 0.6 are under-represented [@bib19]. EMBOSS: cusp was used for the RSCU analysis. (<http://emboss.toulouse.inra.fr/cgi-bin/emboss/cusp>).

### 3.1.2. Effective number of codons(ENC) analysis {#sec3.1.2}

To quantify the magnitude of the codon usage bias of each gene, the ENC value of each strain was calculated. The ENC is the best estimator of absolute synonymous codon usage bias [@bib20] and was calculated using the following formula:$$\text{ENC} = 2 + \frac{9}{\text{F}_{2}} + \frac{1}{\text{F}_{3}} + \frac{5}{\text{F}_{4}} + \frac{3}{\text{F}_{6}}$$where $\text{F}_{(\text{i} = \text{2,3,4,6})}$ is the mean of $\text{F}_{i}$ for the i-fold degenerate amino acids. The $\text{F}_{i}$ values were calculated using the formula below:$$\left( {\left( F \right)_{i} = \frac{n\sum_{j = 1}^{i}{\left( \frac{n_{j}}{n} \right)^{2} - 1}}{n - 1}} \right)$$where n is the total number of frequencies of the codons for that amino acid and $\text{n}_{j}$ is the total number of frequencies of the codon for that amino acid. In contrast to the RSCU, a lower ENC value indicates a higher codon usage bias. Normally, the ENC values range from 20 to 61 [@bib21].If only one of the possible synonymous codons is used for the corresponding amino acid, the ENC is 20. While there is no codon usage bias, the ENC value is 61 [@bib21]. Therefore, if the ENC is equal to or less than 35, the codon usage bias is considered extremely strong [@bib20], [@bib21].

To determine the major factors that affect the codon usage bias, an ENC-plot was generated in which the ENC was plotted against the GC3s. When the codon usage is only constrained by the GC3s, the observed ENC is on or close to the null model (standard curve). If other factors such as natural selection also play role in the codon usage pattern, the observed values are far below the standard curve [@bib22]. The expected ENC was calculated using the equation:$$\text{ENC}_{\text{expected}} = 2 + \text{s} + \frac{29}{\text{s}^{2} + \left( 1 - s^{2} \right)}$$where s is the frequency of G + C at the third codon position of synonymous codons.

### 3.1.3. General average hydropathicity (Gravy) and aromaticity (Aroma) indices analysis {#sec3.1.3}

To improve the understanding of the influence of natural selection on shaping the codon usage bias, the Gravy and Aroma scores were determined in this study. These indices were obtained from CodonW **1.4.4** (<http://codonW.sourceforge.net//>), which can signify the frequencies of hydrophobic and aromatic amino acids. Therefore, the variation of the two indices indicates the amino acid usage. A higher Gravy or Aroma value suggests a more hydrophobic or aromatic amino acid product, respectively.

### 3.1.4. Principal component analysis (PCA) {#sec3.1.4}

Principal component analysis (PCA), a multivariate statistical approach in codon usage analysis, was widely used to analyze the major trends in codon usage patterns among different SVA strains [@bib23]. In the PCA, a 59-dimensional vector corresponds to the RSCU of each strain, excluding the codons of AUG, UGG and termination codons, which transform RSCU values into uncorrelated variables. The PCA combined with the correlation analysis effectively demonstrated the factors influencing the codon usage bias.

### 3.1.5. Neutral evolution analysis {#sec3.1.5}

To investigate the varying role of mutational pressure and natural selection in shaping the codon usage bias of porcine SVA, a neutrality plot was drawn using GC12s as the ordinate and GC3s as the abscissa [@bib24]. In the neutrality plot, each dot represents an independent SVA isolates. In general, if the linear regression has a slope of 1, the effect is completely neutral, whereas a slope of 0 is indicative of complete selective constraints [@bib24]. In addition, the GC12s or the GC3s values are plotted against the date of isolation to estimate the evolutionary pattern of the porcine SVA. The slope of a simple regression line explains the evolutionary speed of the natural selection pressure and the mutational pressure, respectively.

### 3.1.6. Statistical analysis {#sec3.1.6}

Using the statistical software SPSS (version 22.0) and GraphPad Prism6.0 with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) methods, a correlation analysis was performed. The figures related to this analysis were drawn by GraphPad Prism 6.0.

4. Results {#sec4}
==========

4.1. Nucleotide composition of the porcine SVA {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------------------

In the present study, 23 sequences of porcine SVA, including 14 complete genome sequences and 9 complete coding sequences, were analyzed. The composition properties of the SVA strains are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} . The results reveal that the mean C% was 28.59%, and the mean G% was 23.07%, which were the highest and lowest, respectively. The mean GC% composition was 51.66%. Thus, it appears that there may be more usage bias of C nucleotides among SVA codons. To gain further insight into the influence of nucleotide content in shaping the SVAs codon usage pattern, the nucleotide composition at the third codon position (A3, U3, G3, C3, GC3) were calculated and listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} , which suggests that the mean C3% (41.06%) is the highest. The GC3 fluctuated from 55.41% to 57.15% with a mean of 56.6%, indicating that G/C-ended codons may be preferred over A/U-ended codons in SVAs sequences.Table 1The nucleotide content of the 25 SVA strains.Table 1Accession numberNucleotide contentA%C%G%U%KX01980423.5928.6323.0724.72KU05139423.5928.6023.0724.75KU05139323.5928.7023.0524.66KU05139223.5928.7023.0524.66KU05139123.6228.6423.0424.70KT82725123.6028.6423.0424.72KU05818323.5728.6923.0724.67KU05818223.5728.6623.0724.70KU35921423.5728.6923.0524.69KU35921323.5928.6723.0424.70KU35921223.5928.6623.0424.72KU35921123.5628.6923.0724.69KU35921023.5728.6623.0724.70KT75728223.5928.6323.1024.69KT75728123.5728.6123.0824.73KT75728023.5728.7023.0724.66[NC_011349](ncbi-n:NC_011349){#intref0055}23.7128.1522.9525.15[DQ641257](ncbi-n:DQ641257){#intref0060}23.7128.1522.9925.15KR06310923.7228.4422.9824.85KR06310823.6528.4923.0424.82KR06310723.6528.4923.0424.82KT32145823.7928.2822.9325.01KC66756023.7228.5122.9624.79Mean value ± SD23.62 ± 0.0628.57 ± 0.1723.04 ± 0.0524.77 ± 0.15Table 2Analysis the codon compositions (A3s%, U3s%, G3s,%,C3s%, and GC3s%).Table 2NoA%A3s%C%C3s%G%G3s%U%T3s%GC%GC3s%KX01980423.5922.3528.6341.1823.0726.7124.7231.7951.1556.74KU05139423.5922.3028.6041.1323.0726.7924.7531.8451.6756.74KU05139323.5922.2828.7041.4823.0526.8424.6631.4451.7657.06KU05139223.5922.2828.7041.4823.0526.8424.6631.4451.7657.06KU05139123.6222.4128.6441.3423.0426.6424.7031.6251.6856.83KT82725123.6022.4128.6441.1823.0426.6424.7231.7951.6856.69KU05818323.5722.2328.6941.3823.0726.9124.6731.5551.7657.01KU05818223.5722.2428.6641.3823.0726.9224.7031.5551.7357.01KU35921423.5722.1728.6941.4323.0526.9724.6931.5051.7457.10KU35921323.5922.2328.6741.3823.0426.9124.7031.5551.7157.01KU35921223.5922.2328.6641.3223.0426.9124.7231.6051.7056.97KU35921123.5622.1128.6941.4323.0727.0424.6931.5051.7657.15KU35921023.5722.2328.6641.3023.0726.9724.7031.5351.7357.01KT75728223.5922.3528.6341.2323.1026.8424.6931.6251.7356.87KT75728123.5722.2428.6141.1823.0826.8624.7331.7951.7056.83KT75728023.5722.2228.7041.4823.0726.9124.6631.4451.7757.10KT32145823.7923.0428.2840.2722.9325.9325.0132.7351.2155.41KR06310923.7223.0128.4440.3822.9826.3024.8532.2651.4255.77KR06310823.6522.6828.4940.5823.0426.5924.8232.0851.5356.14KR06310723.6522.6828.4940.5823.0426.5924.8232.0851.5356.14KC66756023.7222.528.5141.1722.9626.7624.7931.7751.4856.69[NC_011349](ncbi-n:NC_011349){#intref0065}23.7122.8228.1540.0722.9526.5325.1532.6451.1555.64[DQ641257](ncbi-n:DQ641257){#intref0070}23.7122.8228.1540.0722.9926.5325.1532.6451.1555.64

4.2. Synonymous codon usage in porcine SVA {#sec4.2}
------------------------------------------

The RSCU of the overall 59 sense codons were calculated to explore the extent of the preferred G/C-ended codons, and are listed in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} . The results showed that the most frequently used codon is GAC (Asp, 1799 times), and the least frequently used codon is AGG (Arg, 186 times). Among the hydrophobic amino acids, the most frequently used codon is GAC (Asp, 1799 times), and the least frequently used codon is AGG (Arg, 186 times). Among the hydrophilic amino acids, the most frequently used codon is GCC (Ala, 1627 times), and the least frequently used codon is AUA (IIe, 186 times). Among the 18 most abundantly used codons, 14 codons were G/C-ended, and 4 codons were A/U-ended, which evidently confirmed that there exists high codon usage bias in SVA sequences.Table 3The synonymous codon usage pattern in the SVA. The bolded are the preferentially used codons and RSCU values for the SVA.Table 3AACodonRSCU/NumberAACodonRSCU/NumberA(Ala)GCA0.472/460P(Pro)CCA0.407/350**GCC1.667/1627CCC1.607/1383**GCG0.579/565CCG0.549/473GCU1.282/1251CCU1.437/1237C(Cys)TGC0.941/217Q(Gln)**CAA1.033/999UGU1.059/244**CAG0.967/936D(Asp)**GAC1.247/1799**R(Arg)**AGA1.338/476**GAU0.753/1086AGG0.523/186E(Glu0)GAA0.960/1020CGA0.720/256**GAG1.040/1104**CGC1.156/411F(Phe)**UUG1.140/1547**CGG0.945/336UUU0.860/1167CGU1.319/469G(Gly)GGA0.956/834S(Ser)AGC0.682/455**GGC1.143/997**AGU0.610/407GGG0.816/712UCA0.721/481GGU1.085/947UCC1.294/863H(His)**CAC1.121/542**UCG0.532/355CAU0.879/425**UCU2.161/1441**I(IIe)AUA0.407/250T(Thr)ACA0.938/835**AUC1.478/908ACC1.542/1373**AUU1.115/685ACG0.443/395K(Lys)AAA0.906/1037ACU1.077/959**AAG1.094/1251**V(Val)GUA0.604/539L(Leu)CUA0.658/533**GUC1.306/1167**CUC1.446/1173GUG1.225/1094**CUG1.583/1283**GUU0.865/773CUU1.059/858Y(Tyr)UAC1.548/1443UUA0.326/264UAU0.452/421UUG0.928/752**N(Asn)AAC1.149/1398**AAU0.851/1036[^2]

Furthermore, it is quite interesting to note that mostly over-represented and under-represented codons are C-ended and A/U-ended, respectively, which also reveals that the preferred codons are influenced by compositional constraints.

Additionally, the ENC was also used to estimate the degree of codon usage bias of the SVA strains [@bib20]. The value of ENC ranged from 54.51 to 55.54 with an average of 54.87 ± 0.285, which reveals a relatively stable nucleotide composition. The higher ENC of all 23 SVA strains indicate a slightly lower (ENC\>40) codon usage bias.

4.3. The role of mutational pressure in shaping the codon usage bias {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

**ENC-plot**. To further investigate the pattern of the synonymous codon usage, a plot of the ENC against the GC3s was generated ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). The results showed that all the points were clustered together and had few changes among them, indicating that the variation of the ENC was slight. It was also in accordance with the small ENC SD (0.285). Moreover, the ENC are all under the standard curve, which implies that the mutational pressure combined with other factors contributed to the codon usage bias in SVA [@bib24].Fig. 1Plot of the ENC value versus the GC3s for the SVA. The dotted line is composed of the expected ENC values. The 2008 USA represented by gray, 2013 Canada represented by pink, 2015 China represented by red, 2015 Brazil represented by green, 2015 USA represented by blue, 2016 USA represented by purple. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 1

The correlation analysis between the nucleotide contents (A%, U%, G%, C%, GC%) and the codon compositions (A3s, U3s, C3s, G3s, GC3s) showed that each had a significant correlation with the others. Moreover, the ENC correlated with the nucleotide contents with p values lower than 0.01, indicating that mutational pressure impacts the codon usage pattern of porcine SVAs.

4.4. Principal component analysis (PCA) or correspondence analysis (COA) {#sec4.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the codon usage pattern trends of porcine SVA, the PCA was performed, which significantly reveals the corresponding distribution of synonymous codons [@bib15]. The PCA results displayed that the first principal axis accounted for 48.71% of all variations, which had a major impact on codon usage bias [@bib25]. The second, the third and the fourth axes accounted for 17.6%, 10.79%, 7.64% of all variations, respectively. The first two axes are considered to be a major role in the variation of the RSCU. Therefore, a plot of the 1st and 2nd axes of the isolated strains according to the date and country of isolation were drawn ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ). It was showed that SVAs isolated from different countries were dispersed and that the strains isolated from the same countries were clustered together, except for the USA strains isolated from 2008, indicating that location could dramatically influence the codon usage bias. The correlation analysis between the codon compositions and the 1st and the 2nd axes signified the codon compositions were significantly correlated with the 1st axis ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} ), thus confirming the mutational pressure contributed to the codon usage bias of the SVAs.Fig. 2The first two axes in the correspondence analysis based on the RSCU values of SVA. The 2008 USA represented by gray, 2013 Canada represented by pink, 2015 China represented by red, 2015 Brazil represented by green, 2015 USA represented by blue, 2016 USA represented by purple. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2Table 4The correlation between the codon compositions (A3s, U3s, G3s, C3s, and GC3s), the ENC values, nucleotide compositions (A%, U%, G%, C%, and GC%), the first axis values, the second axis values, the Gravy values, and the Aroma values of the SVA.Table 4A%C%G%U%GC%1st axis2nd axisGravyAromaU3s0.868\*\*0.965\*\*0.772\*\*0.950\*\*0.865\*\*0.857\*\*−0.137−0.330−0.228C3s0.841\*\*0.958\*\*0.729\*\*0.938\*\*0.829\*\*−0.864\*\*0.1930.3180.296A3s0.934\*\*0.869\*\*0.810\*\*0.821\*\*0.781\*\*0.744\*\*−0.384−0.184−0.351G3s0.885\*\*0.742\*\*0.765\*\*0.696\*\*0.726\*\*−0.571\*\*0.424\*0.0040.259ENC0.877\*\*0.813\*\*0.797\*\*0.780\*\*0.740\*\*0.702\*\*−0.286−0.325−0.510\*GC3s0.900\*\*0.939\*\*0.786\*\*0.910\*\*0.836\*\*−0.820\*\*0.2610.2550.294[^3]

4.5. The role of natural selection in the codon usage bias of the porcine SVAs {#sec4.5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The correlation analysis was employed to estimate the relationship between the codon usage bias and the Gravy and Aroma scores ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}), which demonstrated the influence of the natural selection. The results revealed that the Gravy and Aroma scores had no correlation with the codon compositions; only the Aroma score was slightly correlated with the ENC, indicating that natural selection plays role in shaping the codon usage bias of the SVAs.

4.6. Neutrality plot analysis {#sec4.6}
-----------------------------

The neutrality plot relationship between the GC12s and the GC3s ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A) was employed to investigate the mutation-selection equilibrium that shapes codon usage in SVAs. The analysis showed that the GC3s was positively correlated with the GC12s (r = 0.2239, p = 0.3045). The slope of the neutrality plot was 0.03608, meaning that mutation pressure accounted for 3.608% of shaping the codon usage pattern and the influence from other factors was 96.392% [@bib26].Fig. 3(A) The neutral analysis plot of P12 against P3. (B) The evolutional analysis of the P12 and P3 values. The solid line represents the regression line.Fig. 3

Additionally, the mean GC12s and the GC3s were plotted against the isolation date ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). The results showed that both of the GC3s and the GC12s were positively correlated with the date (r = 0.8662, r = 0.7493), with slopes of 0.001474 ± 6.01E-04 and 0.0003158 ± 1.97E-04, respectively. This suggests that the speed of change of the GC3s is far greater than that of the GC12s, indicating that mutational pressure is increasing in shaping the SVA codon usage bias compared with the natural selection [@bib15].

4.7. Other factors influencing the codon usage bias {#sec4.7}
---------------------------------------------------

In this study, the possible role of geographic distribution and time of isolated in shaping the codon usage bias of the SVAs were investigated. The average ENC of the different isolation locations and dates are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A and B, respectively, and the differences in ENC by isolation location and date were analyzed by one-way ANOVA, which showed that the mean ENC had a significant correlation with the location and date of isolation (p \< 0.01). Therefore, it demonstrated that the geographic distribution and the isolation date contributed to the codon usage pattern of SVAs.Fig. 4The average ENC of the different isolation locations (A) and dates (B).Fig. 4

5. Discussion {#sec5}
=============

Compared with DNA virus, it\'s discovered that RNA virus, such as influenza virus, coronaviruses, exists a highly evolution rate [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30]. Previous studies revealed that the prototype SVA isolate, namely SVV-001, was isolated in 2001 [@bib31], and due to its selective tropism for human tumor cells, the virus was developed as an oncolytic agent [@bib32].However, the basic viral pathogenesis was not detected accurately. In this study, the synonymous codon usage of the SVA was analyzed to better understand the SVA evolution, especially the interplay between the viruses and the immune response [@bib33]. In the analysis, the ENC and RSCU were calculated. The ENC ranged from 54.51 to 55.54 with a mean ENC 54.87, which indicates a low codon usage bias. This result is in accordance with other *Picornaviridae* viruses, such as poliovirus type A9 (ENC = 54.2), foot-and-mouth disease virus (mean ENC = 51.53), rhinovirus type 89 (ENC = 45.9), and enterovirue 71 (ENC = 56.6) [@bib34]. The results of overall RSCU of all the codons which revealed that most of the preferentially used codons are G/C-ended codons, combined with the mean GC3s (56.6%) suggested that (G + C) compositions constrain the codon usage bias of the SAV. This discovery is in agreement with the previous reports that G + C contents are the dominant factors influencing the codon usage in virus genomes [@bib35], [@bib36].

Although the codon usage bias of SVA is low, the factors exist in it were analyzed. Normally, mutational pressure and natural selection are considered to be the main factors influencing the codon usage variation among genes. In this study, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, all the strains are clustered together, and the observed ENC are just below the standard curve, revealing that mutational pressure affects the codon usage bias. Additionally, the PCA suggested that the different isolated strains were diverged from each other and did not locate on or around the [origin](https://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.1.4320&q=%E5%9D%90%E6%A0%87%E5%8E%9F%E7%82%B9){#intref0035} [of](https://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.1.4320&q=%E5%9D%90%E6%A0%87%E5%8E%9F%E7%82%B9){#intref0040} [coordinate](https://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.1.4320&q=%E5%9D%90%E6%A0%87%E5%8E%9F%E7%82%B9){#intref0045}, which also explained that there exists mutational pressure in shaping the codon usage pattern. Furthermore, the results were confirmed by the correlation analysis between the nucleotide content (A%, TU%, G%, C%, GC%) and the codon compositions (A3s, U3s, C3s, G3s, GC3s), which each other had significant differences and existed positively correlation. For natural selection, only the Aroma score was slightly correlated with the ENC, and other indicies had no correlation, demonstrated that natural selection plays a role in the codon usage bias of SVS.

Actually, the mutational pressure is considered as the major factor in shaping the codon usage variation compared with natural selection [@bib37]. Thus, to determine which was responsible for the extreme codon usage bias in SVA, the GC12s and GC3s were plotted against the evolution time in an evolutional neutrality analysis, and the results revealed that the mutational pressure plays an increasing role in the SVA evolution compared with natural selection. In addition, the neutrality plot showed that the relationship between GC3s and GC12s was not significant, and the correlation coefficient indicated that compared with mutation pressure, natural selection is more important in codon usage bias of SVA. As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the 23 strains isolated from different location or dates were separated, suggesting that the geographic distribution and date of isolation may contribute to the codon usage pattern of SVA. To confirm this hypothesis, the relationship between the date or location of isolation and the ENC were analyzed, respectively. The significant difference among ENC value and isolated country and year indicated that the geographical distribution and isolated year are essential to some extent.

6. Conclusions {#sec6}
==============

In general, this study first identified a low codon usage bias in the SVA codon usage pattern and that the mutational pressure is an increasingly dominant factor in the evolution of this virus compared with natural selection. Moreover, codon usage bias was affected by the geographic distribution and date of isolation. The systemic analysis of the codon usage bias of the SVA is beneficial to understand the evolution of SVA, which provides scientific proof for the directorial department to make preventive measures against SVA.
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